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NEW EASA RULES PROPOSED 

 
MANDATORY FLOATS OVER WATER 

 
MANDATORY AUTOMATIC ELT  

 
Several more expensive & unnecessary modifications for night flight 

 
To prevent these changes YOU must put in your comments to EASA!!! 

 
COMMENT DEADLINE JULY 31 2009 

 
 
Dear Fellow Helicopter Owner, 
 
You may remember the fight we had with the UK CAA back in 2004 on these same subjects – well now 
we have to flight it all over again with EASA, the European CAA, who are making new rules now. 
 
These serious threats to our use of helicopters are hidden away in a recent EASA consultation 
document entitled "NPA No. 2009-2b.  View it at 
http://www.easa.europa.eu/ws_prod/r/doc/NPA/NPA%202009-02B.pdf  
 
It is a 464 page document, but the bits helicopter owners will be interested in are pages 41 to 46 and 
pages 197 to 205 
 
The requirements they propose to bring in are: 
 
For any flight 
a) installation of an automatic ELT 
b) replacement of any ASI calibrated in MPH plus Pilot Operating Handbook modifications. 
 
For Over-Water flight 
c) installation of emergency flotation equipment – even for twins! 
 
For night Flight 
d) installation of a second attitude indicator 
e) installation of a pitot tube heater 
f)  installation of an alternative static pressure source 
g) installation of a pilot movable landing light 
 
For a Robinson R44, these changes would cost at least £50,000!! 
 
The Flotation proposal 
The most serious: “OPS.GEN.425.H Ditching – Helicopters", proposes that no single engine helicopter 
can fly out of autorotational distance from land suitable for an emergency landing, unless equipped with 
floats. Even twins would not be able to fly more than 10 minutes flying time from land without floats.  
 
This is plainly ridiculous, and grossly unreasonable. It would suddenly make illegal one of the great uses 
of our helicopters - quickly and easily crossing to other countries. 
Where it is structurally possible to fit floats to helicopters, they are prohibitively expensive to buy and 
maintain, and significantly affect performance and weight. They can even be a safety hazard in 

http://www.easa.europa.eu/ws_prod/r/doc/NPA/NPA%202009-02B.pdf


 

 

themselves if they don't work perfectly. The cost of the proposal to owners is out of all proportion to the 
risk. 
 
If this proposal becomes law, most our helicopters will not be able to legally fly to France, Ireland, the 
Isle of Wight, or even across the Thames & Severn estuaries, Cumbrian lakes, or fly along the Thames 
over London. And of course, if the flight is not legal, the helicopter is not insured. The proposal is 
completely disproportionate to the risk and private use. 
 
 
The ELT proposal  
It is proposed that even private helicopters must carry an automatic, fixed, ELT for any flight. - The 
equipment cost is at least £1850 plus fitting. Fixed wing aircraft would only need any non automatic ELT, 
(if issued with the first C of A before July 1 2008(cost around US$500)), but helicopters are denied this 
less expensive option. If over water a separate ELT(S) would also have to be carried.  
 
The current UK CAA requirement is that only a PLB or ELT(S) need be carried if more than 10 minutes 
flying time from land, and this makes much more sense. 
 
 
The Life Raft proposal 
Helicopters will have to carry a liferaft on over water flights more than 3 minutes flying time from land if 
there is space in the helicopter to do so. We say for private flights in non complex helicopters it should 
be the pilot’s choice. 
 
 
General 
EASA define any helicopter under 3175kg as a ‘non complex helicopter’. Lesser requirements should be 
proposed for such helicopters. At the moment they are not. This is not proportionate regulation. 
 
It should be a matter of individual choice for non complex, private helicopter operators whether or not to 
fit these items of equipment. Most of us have managed very well without them for years.  
 
It has always been the UK CAA's philosophy not to try to protect the pilot from himself on private flights, 
and it should be EASA’s as well. Their mission is to protect the paying public on public transport flights. 
 
The only reason EASA are proposing such draconian rules now, is so EASA can comply with ICAO 
standards, regardless of whether or not those standards are proportionate, practical, sensible, fair, 
necessary or even reasonable for flight safety. It is a bureaucratic 'tick in the box' as far as EASA is 
concerned. There is no suggestion in the consultation document of a safety case for these impositions. 
The EASA impact assessment says there are no significant additional costs on compliance – clearly 
untrue for helicopter owners. 
. 
Small, private helicopters are severely discriminated against by the ICAO standards. Unlike fixed wing, 
there are no ‘non-commercial air transport’ equipment standards.  
 
Therefore the ICAO standards are unreasonable, disproportionate, unfair and wildly excessive in the 
case of non commercial helicopters. 
 
The EASA proposals are poorly drafted, and mix up airlines, balloons, gliders and helicopters all in one 
document. 
 
All helicopters users must comment on these proposals, and in large numbers, so we can change them.  
 
The key word is ‘proportionate’. EASA are under instructions from the European Parliament and the EU 
Commission to be ‘proportionate’ in their regulation. 
 
Comments must be made on the EASA website – see how to do this at the end of this letter. 
 
The comment deadline is July 31 2009. 
 
The Club will of course be responding in full to EASA, but it is the volume of responses received that 
carry the weight, so helicopter owner should make their views known now, whilst there is still time to 
influence the proposal. 
 



 

 

Points the Club will be making include:  
 
• ICAO standards severely discriminate against non-complex private helicopters, as compared with 

private  fixed wing. 
• ICAO standards should be changed so that private helicopters are treated the same as private fixed 

wing. There is no significant difference in the mechanical failure risk during enroute flight between 
fixed wing and helicopters, and if anything, helicopter engines are more reliable. 

• There are huge compliance costs for private owners, as opposed to the low cost impact stated in the 
impact assessment. A Robinson R44 would cost £50,000 for equipment, certification and fitting.  

• There is no safety case for the proposal. 
• The cost of fitting and maintaining floats is out of all proportion to the mechanical failure risk of 

crossing water for a few minutes a few times a year. 
• Mechanical failure over water has not been a major cause of accidents in the last 20+ years. Indeed 

there is only one recorded. No R22 or R44 helicopters have ditched. 
• Private helicopter pilots have been happily and safely flying over water without floats for decades. 

EASA countries can easily file a difference with ICAO to allow them to continue to do so, without 
floats, as they have up to now. 

• In anything but a calm sea, floats will not save the helicopter. 
• It would be impossible to fit floats to R22and Schweizer helicopters. 
• It would cost £????? to fit floats to my helicopter, which is not a reasonable expense for such a short 

time spent over water. 
• It is unreasonable to effectively ban large numbers of the UK and Irish helicopter fleet of small 

helicopters from crossing water. Our countries are islands.  
• There is no room/weight to fit an automatic ELT to the Robinson R22 and the Schweizer 300,  
• It is ludicrous to require the carriage of two ELT's. 
• The proposals assume that an automatic ELT delivers more safety that a portable unit. However, 

should a helicopter crash and sink in water, a fixed ELT would be useless, and a portable one that 
the crew or passengers could take with them would be of much greater value. Saving the people is 
more important than saving the aircraft. 

• If a helicopter autorotates into the sea, the soft water contact will not activate an automatic ELT. 
• The EASA should consider less severe options, such as a gross weight below which these rules 

would not apply, e.g. 3175kg or even 2000kg.  
• EASA could apply the private fixed wing proposals to private helicopters. 
• EASA  can choose which ICAO standards to implement. 
• The imposition of new requirements such as this, should be based on an objective, proportionate, 

demonstrable case that the equipment confers greater benefits than it does disadvantages (of, for 
example, cost, weight, installation problems or procedural difficulties). 

• These proposals are for EASA's administrative convenience, and not for any likely safety benefit to 
UK, Irish or EU persons at all 

• Demand Equality with fixed wing 
• It should be individual choice to decide whether or not to fit the proposed equipment for non complex 

private helicopters. 
• EASA should not try to protect the private pilot from himself. 
• EASA helicopter regulation proposals should be proportionate. They are not. 
 
If you want to fit your helicopter with all this equipment then fine.  
 
If you want to fight these proposals, comment on the EASA website 
 
It will take a bit of time, but the result could be well worth the time investment. It is essential you make 
the effort! 
 

How to comment 
 

See overleaf 



 

 

 
How to comment 

 
All comments are submitted on line. It is really quite easy.  
 
If you are already registered with the EASA comment response tool, go to: 

http://hub.easa.europa.eu/crt/  and log in. Then go to “View Documents” 
 
If you are not yet registered, with EASA, go to 
https://hub.easa.europa.eu/security/?app=crt&act=register 

 
Fill in the form & click on REGISTER 
 
Once logged in to the CRT (comment response tool) home screen, click on view Documents 
 

 
The document numbers you need to comment on are: 
 
NPA 2009-02b  (equipment requirements - floats, elt, asi, night lights, pitot heat etc.) 
 
And 
 
NPA 2009-02g  (the Regulatory Impact Assessment, which says, completely falsely,  

that all this equipment and fitting will cost us almost nothing) 
 
To comment, you just right click on the document, click on add/edit comment, find the right page on the 
list, right click again to add comment, and type your comment it in the box. The system adds all the 
references etc. hence it is quite easy really. 
 
For guidance, the Club’s response is detailed on our website www.hcgb.co.uk  
 
Don’t copy it word for word, or your response won’t count. Adapt what we have said to your own 
personal circumstances, opinion and needs. 
 
 
 
 
We have written to you as a helicopter owner, to ensure you are aware of this threat to your helicopter 
use. It is vital that EASA hears from as many owners and pilots as possible, and we hope you will make 
your views known to them. 
 
The Helicopter Club of Great Britain is an association of helicopter owners and pilots that represents 
member’s interests to the EASA & CAA amongst others. We also organise events, run the Helicopter 
Championships etc.  
 
New members are always welcome! Join and help this fight! Membership is only £55 per year. 
 
 
Jeremy James 
Hon. Secretary 
Helicopter Club of Great Britain 
Ryelands House, Aynho, Banbury, Oxon.OX17 3AT 
Tel: (01869) 810646 email:   Jeremy@ryelands.net  
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